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waiter stationed by a dummy bowl expressly to receive these
unsolicited contributions and with orders to pour the stuff
away.) But these unhappy aberrations may be merely
temporary. Time may bring other regulations for spirited
young people to break—a law, for instance, against smoking
cigarettes or writing vers libre or flying the Atlantic. They
are, in any case, mere by-products of the main process of
Prohibition; and that process will be watched with due
attention until a final judgment can be passed—somewhere
about 1960, Till then we must be satisfied with provisional
comments and a few notes upon the by-products.
A second by-product seems graver, from the American
standpoint, than the absorption of a slight excess of inferior
gin by youths at parties.   We often read, on the more
sheltered side of the Atlantic, that the sense of public law is
being undermined by systematic evasion.   That evil con-
sequence (if it be true) should not be underrated.   One is
inclined at first to view it in a slightly comic light, to ask
how baby's sense of social discipline can really be impaired
by hearing Father narrate with glee how he passed two
Revenue officers in the Subway with three bottles of Scotch
secreted in his suit-case.   But the American significance of
such a mood is graver.   America is not merely trying to
teach the children that Father must be obeyed.   For
America is herself a parent, with the most unruly, ill-
assorted family of adopted children ever assembled on a
single continent.   From Syria, from Greece, the Balkans,
Poland, Portugal, the Baltic States, and Sicily they come;
and in their new home a distracted mother does her best to
teach them to behave.   That task is hardly rendered
simpler, if the sanctity of American law is questioned daily
by the practice of true-born Americans.   How can the
simple Slav learn to respect the laws of property, when he
sees every fifth citizen busily engaged in breaking other
(but no less solemnly enacted) laws ?   That is the obstacle
which Prohibition, at its present stage, may possibly oppose
to the wider and far more delicate process of converting

